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EDITORIAL
Welcome to edition 22 of our Australian
Gliding Museum Newsletter. Although it is
almost 6 months since issue 21, this does
not mean that little has been happening!
Our presentation at Avalon ‘09 during
March was very well received, and
publicized the Museum to the wider
Aviation Community, as detailed in this
Newsletter. Thanks to the museum
members and friends who contributed to
this excellent display.
An exploratory forum for the mutual
interests of aviation museums was held in
Adelaide on the 1st, 2nd and 3rd May. Our
Adelaide member Martin Simons was able
to represent the Australian Gliding Museum
at this forum on the Friday, with the result
that we are now included in participation
and contact as the genesis of this
association takes place to support our
common interests.
On 14th June we held a “Get-together
Barbeque” at the Bruce Brockhoff Annexe.
A large number of members and friends
turned up, and a good time was had by all.
A progress report was made by Alan
Patching detailing Museum achievements
and future needs.

Bruce Hearn revealed that investigations
were taking place regarding a new building
project, namely the Lasco Lark.

A section of the large gathering who
attended the get-together
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Jim Barton spoke of financial matters,
and thanked Dieter Klein for producing an
exquisite future project collection box
made from home grown silky oak.

On the 6th June Jim Barton had cajoled
a bunch of desperadoes among our
supporters to report to Locksley, near
Euroa, to disassemble a 10 metre by 20
metre hangar kindly donated by Phil
Prapalenis and Diane Davey. On arrival
at nine am, on a very chilly morning, we
were greeted with a blazing campfire and
a hot cup of billy tea, and the smiling
faces of Ken Boland and Jim. In all over a
dozen fit young (?) men (and Jenne
Goldsmith, worth any two of them!),
showed up, and rapid progress, assisted
by Ken’s preparations the previous day,
soon had the hangar just a skeleton of it’s
former self. Work was completed by the
“skeleton” crew on Monday, and a
fortnight later the materials were safely
on the back of a hired truck, and Dieter
Klein’s trailer, heading for Bacchus
Marsh.

Alan Delaine made a presentation to the
museum of two framed paintings.

Hangar disassembly
PHOTOS GRAEME BARTON

A well-earned smoko.

The approval process has commenced
and soon we will be seeking strong young
men to assist with erection on the south
side of the Bruce Brockhoff Annexe. The
new hangar will be used as a workshop
and paint shop, thus freeing up valuable
space in the Bruce Brockhoff Annexe for
completed restorations and displays.

Placed diagonally to fit into the 8 by 9
metre marquee, plenty of room allowed
visitors to inspect the glider close up, and
imagine a pilot hanging in the centre
section of the lower wing, relying
exclusively on weight shift to exercise
control in flight. Museum attendants and
display boards were on hand to provide
information.

While all this was going on, Ian Patching
was posing the first completed replica of
the Taylor Glider for some very nice
photographs. One has been selected for
inclusion in the 2009-10 GFA Calendar.
Work is continuing in the Bruce Brockhoff
Annexe, with the archive centre now
being fitted out with shelving donated by
Russell Darbyshire of Aviaquip. Also,
work continues apace at Ferntree Gully,
as reported elsewhere in this issue.
Please enjoy…….
NEW MEMBERS
Since publication of our last Newsletter,
the following new members have joined
our ranks: James Garay of King’s Park,
Barry and Kathy Hatton of Hillside, Bob
Hickman of Warranwood, Keith Nolan of
Riddells Creek, Ted Neighbour of
Glossop, Derbyshire UK, Terry McCarthy,
of Anakie, Garry Sharp of Carnegie, Mat
Shears of Chewton, John Williams of
Cambridge, Tasmania, and Geoff Young
of Gisborne.

The Airshow Organisers approved,
awarding the Australian Gliding Museum
the “Best Airsport Showcase Display”, the
Taylor Glider won the “Best Overall
Glider/Motor Glider” prize and our
presentation also won the “Chairman’s
Perpetual Award from Airshows
Downunder”. Luckily, our marquee and
it’s precious contents survived the “minitornado” on Saturday night that brought
down five neighbouring tents, causing
damage to some light and sport aircraft.

Welcome to you all.
THE TAYLOR GLIDER WINS
THREE PRIZES AT AVALON
AIRSHOW 2009
The Replica Taylor Biplane Glider made
a big impression among all who visited
the Australian Gliding Museum display at
Avalon 2009.
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AVALON AIRSHOW INTEREST

The original Taylor Glider was the first
manned aircraft to fly untethered in
Australia, on 5th December, 1909.
The other earliest aviators were Harry
Houdini, who flew a Voisin (French)

aircraft on March 18th , 1910 and John
Robertson Duigan, who flew the first
Australian built powered aircraft at Mia
Mia on July 16th , 1910. Centenary
celebrations for all three events are
planned by interested organisations.
Avalon 2009 was the first event used by
the Museum to publicise the Taylor Glider
centenary and emphasise the
significance in Australian history of the
first flights. On that auspicious day about
100 spectators observed a total of 29
flights. Initially the glider was tethered
using ropes attached to each wing tip,
however, as the day progressed, the
guide ropes were released. A distance of
110 yards was recorded for George
Taylor’s first free flight. George Taylor,
Charles Schultz and Edward Hallstrom all
made successful flights. At least one
flight was made by George’s wife,
Florence, who thus staked her claim for
an Australian aviation first (she was also
Australia’s first female architect). Another
flight was made by Charles Schultz’s wife
Emma. In later life, Edward Hallstrom
became a well known Sydney
philanthropist and was knighted.
The Australian Gliding Museum is well
advanced with completing another two
Taylor Glider replicas. The three will be
used to commemorate the Centenary of
First Australian Flight later this year, and
provide displays for interested museums
now and into the future. A highly
experienced hang glider pilot instructor,
Rohan Holtkamp of Dynamic Flight,
Trawalla, Victoria, has agreed to pilot the
first flights. The Taylor glider had a 28ft
wingspan, and was a cotton covered,
wire braced biplane with a chord of four
feet six inches, a box kite tail and an
empty weight of 103 pounds. Control was
carried out by a movement of the pilot’s
body to achieve weight shift. A later
version of the glider had a moveable
canard mounted in front of the pilot.

AVIATION MUSEUMS FORUM
1st, 2nd and 3rd May, 2009

FROM MARTIN SIMONS
I attended the Museums Forum on Friday
but I had a prior engagement on
Saturday, and Sunday's programme,
(brunch and an engine run) did not look
very interesting so I was not there either.
Representatives, sometimes whole teams
of them, came from non-profit museums
all over the country. The agenda was
followed quite strictly. The organisers
were very friendly and welcoming but
they had not expected anyone to be there
who had not specifically been invited.
They were chiefly concerned to meet one
another and talk about their common
problems: site tenure, money problems,
finding volunteer helpers and qualified
workers, ways of attracting tourist trade,
seeking sponsors, swapping aircraft parts
etc. Each museum gave a talk or
presentation showing their location,
buildings, workshops if any and aircraft
etc. I spent five minutes explaining our
embryonic situation and I handed out
copies of the material you sent me.
I think the result in the long term will be
the formation of an association of aircraft
museums. I said I thought the A G
Museum would be interested when the
time comes and I do feel we would gain a
lot from membership.

FROM THE ARCHIVES –
SQN LDR HAMILTON ELLIOTT (“TIM”)
HERVEY.
Born November 6,1895; Died May
30,1990.
Graeme Barton.
A name little known amongst most
current Australian gliding enthusiasts
other than our very senior members, but
who had a significant influence on the
development of the sport in the very early
days, was Hamilton Elliott Hervey, also
known as “Tim” or “Ham”.
Included in the archives bequeathed to
the Australian Gliding Museum by Dick
Duckworth, is a considerable amount of
information on this outstanding
personality. His passing at the age of 94
was widely reported in British
newspapers and aviation magazines, and
for this article I have quoted his obituary
as reported in the Daily Telegraph on
June 1, 1990. I hope you find it of
interest.
“Sqn Ldr H.E.”Tim” Hervey, who has died
aged 94, was a gallant airman in both
World Wars and a celebrated escaper in
the First.
His first escape was from the prisoner-ofwar camp at Freiburg. Armed with some
wire-cutters which had been smuggled
into the camp inside a ham-bone in a Red
Cross parcel, Hervey cut his way out of
an upper window and lowered himself on
a rope improvised from parcel strings.
Some way down he was disconcerted to
find himself disturbing the halo on a
statue of St Peter, but he continued his
descent and then walked 80 miles to the
Swiss border, only to be caught at the
last moment.
This exploit landed Hervey in the
“escape-proof” Fort Zorndorf at Custrin,
where he met Brian Horrocks*. The two
were later moved to another camp at

Holzminden, run by the irascible
commandant Niemeyer, nicknamed
“Milwaukee Bill” for his strong American
accent.
One day Niemeyer introduced Hervey
and Horrocks to his guards: “Look well at
these criminals and mark them down.
These are not officers and gentlemen,
they are criminals!” Shaking his fist in
Hervey’s face, Neimeyer screamed, ‘You
are very clever? Yes? Well, I make a
special study of this escaping. You think
I, the commandant, know nothing. You
are wrong. I know damn all!"
This harangue put Hervey on his mettle,
but before he and Horrocks had a chance
to escape they were moved again – to a
camp run by Niemeyer’s equally
unpleasant brother at Clausthal in the
Harz mountains.
There Hervey had the idea of simply
walking out with the orderlies. Horrocks
made a dash for it but was recaptured
within sight of the Dutch frontier. Hervey
failed even to reach the camp’s gates. A
sentry fired on the fleeing Horrocks and
then turned his gun on Hervey, who had
tripped over a bucket and fallen heavily.
The guard pressed the trigger, but had
fortunately forgotten to reload.
A civil servant’s son, Hamilton Elliott
Hervey was born at Southsea on Nov. 6,
1895 and educated at Sedbergh. In 1914
he became an apprentice with the Bristol
Aeroplane Co. and six months later
enlisted in the Royal Flying Corps.
Hervey’s service as a gunner and
observer was recognised with an MC and
Bar. But on April 8, 1917 – the day after a
duel with the Red Baron, von Richthofen
– he was shot down and taken prisoner.
He was mentioned in despatches for his
escape attempts.
After the war Hervey moved to Australia
and flew as a commercial pilot with
Shaw-Ross Aviation. He went on to form

the Central Aviation Co** and was a
founder-member of the Gliding Club of
Victoria.
A keen student of nature, Hervey was out
on a walk one day when his eye was
caught by some furry seeds. It occurred
to him that these and other oddments
might be used to make wildlife pictures.
He has already made a name for himself
as a model aircraft designer, but this new
hobby soon became a full-time
occupation. With flowers, ferns, twigs,
pieces of bark and oil paint Hervey
created distinctive miniatures of birds and
animals against a natural landscape.
He later exhibited his work in London
and, despite the sneers of the critics, it
proved popular with such collectors as
the late Queen Mary and the Dutch Royal
Family.
In 1936 Hervey returned to Britain and
became the first manager and chief flying
instructor of the London Gliding Club. In
the Second World War this experience
led to his secondment to the newlycreated Airborne Forces as the first
commander of No. 1 Glider Training
School at Haddenham, Bucks. He also
advised M19, the service set up to
encourage and facilitate escape from
enemy POW camps.

caption “Never say don’t fly”, included
was the following excerpt: “Tim Hervey,
one of the surviving handful of the first
world war pilots, has died at the age of
94, a mere four years after he reluctantly
grounded himself: he took up ballooning
at the age of 73 and had his licence to fly
renewed at three-monthly intervals until
he reached 90, when his doctor thought
that his own credibility as a health
certificator might be in peril with the Civil
Aviation Authority”
As reported in the Back To Tresco
souvenir booklet published in November
1990, Tim migrated to Australia in 1919
with his new bride and settled on land
being opened up for development at
Tresco near Lake Boga in north western
Victoria. With no return from their crops
and a major salt problem in the area, life
became very hard at Tresco but Tim
battled on till 1929 when he and his
family moved to Melbourne where he
obtained a position as a commercial pilot.
During the period up until his return to
England in 1936, he continued to fly
commercially and became a member of
the Gliding Club of Victoria in which he
played a major part in its formative years.
It is claimed in the Tresco souvenir
publication that he taught Amy Johnson
to glide.

In his mid-seventies Hervey took up
ballooning, which he continued to enjoy
until his 90th year; he was a founder –
member of the London Balloon Club.
He is survived by his wife, Constance,
and their two daughters.”

In 1995, Dick Duckworth accompanied by
Leo Dowling travelled to Tresco to locate
the settlement block on which Tim
Hervey had settled and spoke to a
number of the locals who knew the
Herveys.

* Brian Horrocks became a general in the
Second World War.
** This was actually Central Aircraft Co.
the model aircraft company which was
located near Princes Bridge on the Yarra
for many years.

A number of current members of the
Australian Gliding Museum including Alan
Patching, Leo Dowling, Jack Hearn and
Charlie Lambeth knew Tim Hervey and
still speak of him in glowing terms. From
the little I have learnt about him he was
certainly an outstanding individual who
made a significant contribution to
aviation.

In another obituary published in the
Guardian also on June 1, 1990, under the

PHOTO COLLECTION
FROM ANDREW FULLARTON

The following photos from my father Jim
Fullarton’s collection may be of interest.

Hain “Jack” Friswell in primary at Big Hill,
taken about Christmas 1939. This is the Rhon
Ranger donated by Bruce Hearn and recently
restored by the Australian Gliding Museum

In 1947, while being towed up on it first
flight at Fleurs airstrip, it suffered a structural
failure and crashed, killing Sid Taberlet and
Squadron Leader Jack Munn. The photos were
taken by the late Jack Finneran, another of
Dad's old modeller mates and Sid Taberlet's
best friend

EoN Olympia VH-GHR when syndicate owned.
It is presently under restoration with the
Australian Gliding Museum

Here are two photos from the late Tom
Mulcahy. The one above shows Percy Pratt (?)
with his aerobatic glider and the one below
shows a group of Pratts Gliding School pupils
and the primary they built.

Here are two more photos from my father's
collection. They show the two-seat sailplane
designed and built by Sid Taberlet, one of my
father's pre-war model flying friends from
Sydney.

MUSEUM RECENT ACQUISITIONS.
FROM GRAEME BARTON

Title to the ES KA6 Sailplane VH-GRW
has been transferred to the Museum.
Thank you to Don Briggs for donating this
outstanding sailplane to the Museum’s
collection. Museum volunteers have
completed its refurbishment up to the
painting stage.
Thank you also to Diane Davey and Phil
Prapulenis for donation of their 20 metre
by 10 metre hangar at Locksley. Museum
volunteers have now disassembled this
building and relocated it to Bacchus
Marsh where the intention is to erect it for
use as a workshop and paint shop.
We also continue to receive other
important items. At the recent Open Day
at the Bruce Brockhoff Annexe, Alan
Delaine presented the Museum with two
outstanding oil paintings which Alan had
painted of the Golden Grunau at Gawler.
Allan Ash has contributed some valuable
articles on early days of gliding in
Queensland and copies of indexes of
Australian Gliding magazine. Harry
Schneider has contributed a number of
sheets of plywood and copies of various
technical publications, John Ilett a very
useful utility trailer, Jim Fullarton
additional plywood, Russell Darbyshire
shelving and related items, and other
members and supporters have
contributed various books and
magazines. Thank you to you all.
WORKSHOP HAPPENINGS.
Major projects this year to date have
included refurbishment of the KA6,
construction of the three Taylor Glider
replicas, and work on the M100.
Considerable time has also been devoted
to relocation of various items of our
collection from our Ferntree Gully
workshop to Bacchus Marsh.

Of the Taylor Glider replicas, one was
completed in time for display at the
Avalon Air Show, the second is about to
be rigged, whilst the third is ready for
covering. To celebrate the centenary of
the first human controlled heavier than air
flight in Australia, one of the replicas is to
be displayed at Narrabeen, north of
Sydney, where the flight took place, in
conjunction with other centenary
celebrations, another is to be displayed at
the Moorabbin Air Museum, and
placement of the third replica is still under
review.
The KA6 has been restored to
airworthy condition and has been
relocated to Bacchus Marsh where it will
eventually be painted when painting
facilities become available.

M100 MAJOR REPAIRS
PHOTOS: GRAEME BARTON

Work on restoration of the M100 to
display condition has commenced.
Restoration of this aircraft is quite a
challenge, as the accompanying photos
show. The cockpit area largely requires
rebuilding as does the inner section of

one wing. Whilst drawings of the aircraft
are available, they require a considerable
amount of interpretation. This is not
helped by being in Italian, with key pages
of our English Italian dictionary missing!
We continue to have regular visits of
interested people to see the workshop.
Recently we were visited by Jim Fullarton
and four generations of the one family at
the same time – we have had a number
of three generation visits, but this was the
first for four.

THE SCHWEIZER TG-3 AWAITS RESTORATION
AT THE BRUCE BROCKHOFF ANNEXE

Jim Fullarton, now aged 91, has had a
lifetime of interest in aviation. Jim started
gliding with the Sydney University Gliding
Club in the 1930’s. He took a very keen
interest in aeromodelling and competed
prewar in model aircraft competitions with
staunch Gliding Museum supporter,
Kevin Sedgman. He worked for CAC for
many years and helped design the Heron
Primary, now on display at the Moorabbin
Aviation Museum. For many years he
contributed articles on aeromodelling to
the national aviation magazine, Aircraft.
Four generations of the Hearn family who
were at the workshop at the same time
were Bruce Hearn, who was working on
the Taylor Glider replica, his mother,
Betty, his daughter, Elise, and his
grandson, Blake.
It is wonderful to greet our visitors and to
see the family support

FUNDING IS NEEDED
With the acquisition of the additional
hangar from Locksley, additional funding
is required to add to our facilities at
Bacchus Marsh. Our ‘wish list’ includes
three major projects:
*Connection of power supply to the Bruce
Brockhoff Annexe and additional hangar.
*Erection of new hangar building
*Installation of toilet facilities for the Bruce
Brockhoff Annexe and additional hangar.
Funding of these facilities is beyond our
normal sources of income – it is
estimated that at least $30,000 is
required to complete these projects.
Whilst we continue to make application to
outside organisations for funding, the
restrictions placed on the use of such
funding frequently precludes its
availability for the projects the Museum
wishes to carry out.
Any assistance from members is
greatly appreciated. Members are
reminded that subscriptions of $2 or more
are tax deductible.
ANNUAL SUBSCRIPTIONS.
Annual subscriptions are now due. For
the first time since establishment of the
Museum just on 10 years ago, Committee
has decided to increase the annual
subscription. Effective as from July 1,
2009, the annual subscription is
increased by $5 to $20.
Prompt payment of subscriptions is
greatly appreciated.
________________________________

NON LENDING COLLECTION
from Emilis Prelgauskas
The Australian Gliding Museum meeting
minutes (February 2009) note that in
reviewing the organisation's archives, a
decision was reached that this be a non
lending collection.
From prior experience, I can
understand how difficult a choice this
was, and how it might be misunderstood
by some external observers. Which is
why I am contributing this note.

It is probable that some
individuals might think that the operating
choice reflects doubt on the goodwill of
potential borrowers. Nothing could be
further from the heart of the issue.
Of course when someone
borrows a valuable item, it is understood
that the lender and borrower both make
every endeavour that good use is made
and the item returned to its collection.
And then the real world
intervenes, (speaking from personal
experience). Items are stolen from an
unlocked car, paper items blow out a
moving car window, the friend who
offered to return the items on your behalf
gets waylaid. But the loan chit has your
name on it. Like most history items, the
artefact itself probably has no monetary
value, but in the collection sense it is
priceless. (The ABC 'Collectors' program
reported a 3 legged sofa of original 1850s
Tasmanian bush craft manufacture sold
at auction for several hundred thousand
dollars, just to be displayed as is in the
Hobart Museum, just because of its rarity
and origins.)
Now the lender is flailing
themselves for their judgement error; you
are mortified. And no matter how large
the settlement, be it by your offer, private
agreement or court settlement; the item
itself is not redeemed.
And so, it is often against the
wish to make items accessible and widely
useable; that the reluctant choice has to
be made for collections to be non lending.
This does not mean that items
can't be had access to in the wider sense
of the word. Paper records can be copied
for external use, photographs and
records of artefacts, and electronically
published and copied material used.
All this does broaden the
obligations on the collection to add these
extra access avenues. The benefit is that
the collection is kept intact and the sum
of the individual items thereby gains a
heightened value.

THE WOTHERSPOON
OLYMPIA
From Ray Ash
I would like to comment on Peter
Killmier’s mention of the Wotherspoon
Olympia in the Australian Gliding
Museum Newsletter. The Hinkler Club,
which I was a member of at that time,
purchased this glider from John
Wotherspoon in mid 1951 and my log
book tells me my first flight in it was on
the 8th July in that year, an aerotow to
2,500 ft and a duration of 15 minutes.
After flying Grunaus this was quite an
advancement and as the aircraft was
then several years old, a construction
date of 1946-7 would probably be correct.
We took it to a Christmas camp at
Narromine in December, 1951 and on the
25th I did my first serious cross country
flight, from Narromine to Condoblin, a
distance of about 140 kms which took
nearly 6 hours. I was able to claim Silver
C duration and distance and a couple of
days later did the height again to
complete it. I did several more cross
countries in it at later dates, the longest
being about 185 kms. Also I was part of
one of the first double tows attempted in
Australia when Bob Krick in the Olympia
and myself in the Blue Grunau took off
behind Fred Hoinville’s Tiger Moth from
Bathurst on 14th January, 1952, to fly
over the Blue Mountains to Camden. It
was quite a struggle for the poor old Tiger
and I don’t think we had much more than
1000 feet or so clearance over the
mountains.
The Olympia was, by the standards of the
day, a delight to fly and lived up to all our
expectations, I think Bob Muller probably
made one of the longest flights in it while
we owned it, a distance of about 250 kms
from Narromine to Walgett.

On the property “Aviadell” approximately 5km west of Clifton Queensland, a young man by the name of Mr John J Bange, on the
13th of March 1932, climbed into the open cockpit of a frail looking aircraft with a 12 m wingspan - The Primary Glider. 11am with Mr
J Bange at the controls, being towed by a Chevrolet vehicle driven by Mr John Falconer, the craft named the “Azure Star” made its
maiden flight. In March of 1992, John, Trevor and James Bange all flew the glider on the same day. Three generations of the same
family, designer/builder, son and grandson, flying the same machine that was designed and built some 60 years earlier.
Article by Scott Williamson

Photo courtesy of Mr. Trevor Bange

Australian Gliding Museum members Graeme Barton, Ross Birch, David Goldsmith, Bruce Hearn, Jim Barton and Alan Patching
discuss the proposed building of an historic Lasco Lark sailplane. This was the first meeting in GFA’s new Somerton Boardroom.
Photo by Marcia Cavanagh

